of postponing type binding without the inefficiency of full interpretation."
Introduction
ALGOL is an elegant programming language. The concepts of procedures and block structure permit straightforward composition of both large and small programs of scientific computation in a natural and concise way. The key to ALGOL'S utility rests, however, with the sequential evaluation of assignment statements, i.e. programming numerical evaluation of fornmlae. Each executed evaluation produces a (new) value for some declared variable. The data used is numeric, not only in representation, but in intent.
There are some applications where the value of the "computation" is shared between the manipulation and the evaluation of formulae. Although such computations are customarily programmed in "list" languages [1] , the numerical evaluation phases therein may be cumbersome to express and inefficient to execute. Another solution has been to add list manipulation procedures to a (nmnerically oriented) statement language [2] and program by sequences of explicit procedure calls.
A third method is now described here. It is a proper extension to ALGOL accomplished by three additions to the language: (i) the form declaration, (ii) the operator eval, and (iii) certain logical machinery attached to a relation inst. The explicit syntax is attached as Appendix A.
"form" Declaration
The syntax of form, is precisely that of the three present types (real, integer, Boolean). The list of identifiers declared as form's are understood to take on expression forms as values. in addition to those specified in the ALGOL report [3] , an ordered set of expressions (special case: a single expression). Thus, if f and g ale two expressions and f is of type form, the statement fe--(f+g).ff--g)
causes the value of f to become the value of the right-hand side expression. Similarly, the statement
where b is of type real (dynamically) assigns to f the value of the expression on the right-hand side with, however, b + 7 assigned its (dynamic) value which is, of course, numerical.
t After a simple variable has been declared of type form, it has itself as value. By means of subsequently executed assignment statements it is possible to change its value. Subscripted variables do not have any value upon being declared of type form; their value has to be dynamically assigned by means of subsequent assignment statements. Variables declared of type form may have, during execution, (dynamic) values of any type assigned to them.
Expressions are represented at run time as (prefix) lists [4] and the (internal) value of a form variable is the current address of its assigned expression. Storage required for the expressions is taken, as needed, from an available space list. When uncommitted space becomes insufficient to continue a computation, a "garbage collection" process [4] is invoked to return disconnected storage to the available space. These processes are not part of the normal ALGOL block storage allocation. Normally an assignment statement, such as (2) above, does not create new copies of the expressions involved. Thus if the state of storage immediately preceding execution of (2) 
where a and ~ are addresses in the free storage area and "l" is an internal word divider, after the execution of (2) 'Ya :
Here ¢ is the list terminal symbol, and fixed at translate time. The operation of a translator on encountering form variables is straightforward. A first (syntactic) phase of the translation process reduces the ALGOL text to a prefix or postfix form and builds the symbol tale of declared identifiers. A second phase produces the working code. Thus, in the case of (2), there is produced the postfix string
A second phase, on scanning the operator "+", finds that f and g are of type form and generates code to produce a list of ~2(+, v{f}, v{g}) where v{t} means "value of t." Next, code to compute b + 7 and its storage in location c is created, since b is of type real. Code is next generated to produce a list of y(., y~, c) and, finally, code which stores the location "y in f. In case at least one of the operands of a given operator is of type form, so is the result. If f is of type form and b real, f e-b is legitimate, creating a constant; but b ~--f is meaningless.
Formula Operator "eval"
This operator is used to evaluate an expression subject to a pattern of substitutions. For example, the phrase eval (X)B[I, J] (5) causes the substitution of 5 for each occurrence of X in the expression which is the current value of B[I, J] and the evaluation of the resultant expression.
Consider a statement of the form:
where n >= 1, m >= 1. Then, it is the case that: (a) F must be a variable declared of type form; nevertheless at execution time it may become any type.
(b) If the current value of F is not an expression, then the effect of (4) is precisely that of D ~--F.
(c) If the current value of F is an expression, then D will have the value obtained by the execution of (the piece of code produced by the interpretation of) F as an arithmetic or Boolean expression, in which were substituted Y~ for all of the corresponding occurrences of X~ in F, for all i _-< m. (f) D must be of type forln, unless the evaluation of F produces a numerical or a logical value.
The evaluation process creates a new expression which may ultimately be of any type, depending on current values. Thus, for b of type real, b +-eval (X)f(O) will yield an error if the right-hand side is still of type form after the evaluation process is completed. For example, suppose f is r + s + t where s, t are of type form and r is of type real. Then eval (t) f(6) produces the expression r + s + 6 rather than v{(r+6)} + s. However eval (s, t)f(5, 6) produces v { v { (r + 5) } + 6 } which is of type real. More specifically, the commutative laws of addition and multiplication are not used in the present system during the evaluation process. However, the arithmetic of the system does automatically employ the elementary simplifications given below. Here x is of type fornl and a is real or integer. 
1.X---~X
The syntax of ALGOL'S Boolean expression is extended to permit formula expressions to be decomposed and their parts to be labeled for the purpose of manipulation in subsequent computations. This approach is much like that used in COroT [5] . The value of patterns is clearly seen in the ALGOL program for differentiation which is attached in Appendix B. The line marked .~ in the listing should be read as stating:
If F is an instance of an element (which we label A) of a type which is a member of D followed by + followed by an element (which we label B) of a type which is a member of D, then DERV becomes DERV (element labeled A, X) + DERV (element labeled B, X) else.
A pattern permits the asking of questions about the configuration of an expression, and at the same time, if the answer to the questions is affirmative, the defining of labels which have as values the different components of the expressions. Beyond the pattern (but in the same block) the defined labels may be used as operands, thus permitting operations on the subexpressions. In the present system, the questions which may be put are: (a) What are the operators of the expressions? (b) What are the types of the operands? (c) Are the operands members of a defined set of symbols?
In order to accomplish the above, two "type predicates" and a definition scheme for classes of types and/or symbols are introduced. The full syntax is in Appendix A.
Examples. (a) The predicate "F is real" will have the value true if the current value of F is real, false otherwise. This predicate is only useful if F is declared of type form because its type is then possibly dynamic. The assignment statement
D +-[real, integer, Boolean]
will define D as a class which contains the types real, integer, Boolean. D must itself be declared of type form.
(b) The predicate "F of (D)" will have the value true if the current type of F "is" one of the elements of D, namely, (in this case) real, integer, Boolean. The predicate will be false otherwise. The predicate "of ( )" is thus a disjunction of "is".
It is possible to use any of these predicates without any pattern as a Boolean primary.
A label used must, of course, be declared and of the same type as the quantity it defines. Its maximal scope is the block in which it is declared.
A pattern is a Boolean primary with the following two properties: (a) By definition it has always a logical value. (b) If the value is true, all the labels used in the pattern are defined. If the value is false, the labels are undefined. (Caution: if a label is defined because some pattern was true, and the same label occurs in another pattern in the same block and this pattern is executed and turns out to be false, the label will lose its previous value and become actually undefined.
The precise circumstances under which, in a pattern, a label is assigned a value are somewhat involved. Suffice it to say that, in a conjunction only those terms which are true (ordered from the left up to the first false term) have their labels assigned; while in a disjunction only the first term (ordered from the left) which is true has its labels assigned. Hierarchy of Boolean operations naturally also determines the order in which terms are tested, and hence labels assignable. Furthermore, a label once assigned can be used in any subsequent pattern as determined by sequencing, e.g. in the next term to the right connected by the operator A.
The evaluation of patterns can best be understood by example. In the following the evaluation is specified in terms of ALGOL segments. Fj, j = 1, 2, 3, names the jth element of an expression, F, organized in prefix form. Thus F1 is the operator, and F2 and F3 the operands. where the value of the primaries is taken to be that of G.
The Evans Model
These extensions to ALGOL were programmed into an interpreter version of the Carnegie ALGOL system in about 1.5 man months. This rapidity is due to an effective programming tool developed by Arthur Evans, Jr. of the Carnegie Tech Computation Center. This tool consists of: (i) a program for analyzing (input strings converted to postfix output) ALGoL-like languages, the analysis being parametrized in terms of an input set of productions [6] ; and (ii) a program which accepts as inputs a set of productions expressed in symbolic form and translates them into an assembled set of programs which execute the effect of the productions.
Thus extensions to the language may be rapidly organized and tested. The postfix output is printed along with the ALGOL text in the examples included in this paper. Perlis: You mean: substitute sine for x? Trotter: Yes. Perlis: Not in the current system. Numerical and synLbolic computations often have precisely the same form. In the one ease we deal with numbers, and in the other case we deal with formulae. The forms in which the algorithms should be described should be independent, insofar as possible, of the range and domain of the operations involvcd--I am talking about the method of description. Thus if one wishes to develop a formal continued fraction, a nicer way to write it is with a for-statement here : FOR... DO S := C[I] + h[II/S is the right way to write it out. And this for-statement should then produce upon completion a continued fraction. This system does just that.
Lombardi: When a program generates an ALGOL expression, is it stored as such, or is it compiled into machine code before storing?
Perlis: A program does not generate an ALGOL expression. It computes values of form variables. These values happen to be expressions. Their internal respresentation is polish prefix lists. The operation eval permits the evaluation of these expressions, as explained in the report. ALGOL is only the "carrier" algorithm language used.
Ross: Is it possible to use the result of applying the deriw~tive operator as input to the compiler, and thus compile an object program for computing the derivative of the given expression?
Perlis: No. 
